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Abstract
In this paper we propose an end-to-end phonetically-aware coupled network for short duration speaker verification tasks. Phonetic information is shown to be beneficial for identifying short
utterances. A coupled network structure is proposed to exploit
phonetic information. The coupled convolutional layers allow
the network to provide frame-level supervision based on phonetic representations of the corresponding frames. The endto-end training scheme using triplet loss function provides direct comparison of speech contents between two utterances and
hence enabling phonetic-based normalization. Our systems are
compared against the current mainstream speaker verification
systems on both NIST SRE and VoxCeleb evaluation datasets.
Relative reductions of up to 34% in equal error rate are reported.
Index Terms: text-independent speaker verification, phonetic
information, end-to-end framework

1. Introduction
Recent advancements in speaker verification technology resulted in a large number of successful applications. The
majority of early applications have been long duration textindependent tasks, such as switchboard telephone calls[1]. As
the popularity of products such as home-based virtual assistants and smart phones equipped with speech technologies increases, short duration text-dependent tasks have received growing attention [2][3]. However, short duration textindependent speaker verification still remains one of the most
challenging tasks in the community and its large-scale application has yet to be seen.
One of the reasons that makes text-independent task intractable on short utterances is the significant amount of variations in terms of the content of the speech. When dealing with
long utterances, we are able to collect enough number of frames
pronouncing different phonemes. This allows the system to estimate a “good enough” speaker-related embedding even by simply taking the weighted average over the frames. In short utterances, however, there are not enough frames to cover a wide
range of different phonemes. This introduces large variability to the problem. Ignoring the phonetic content can cause a
large bias to the results. For example, different speakers saying similar contents often result in higher scores than utterances
from the same speakers but with completely different phonetic
contents. It is no longer appropriate to find a hyperplane in
the speaker embedding space to discriminate between speakers
without taking the phonetic information into account. In most
applications to date, speakers are required to restrain the contents to certain phrases, hence reducing the problem to become
text-dependent.
This paper aims to tackle this problem by extracting
speaker-related embeddings that have been normalized by the
similarities, or dissimilarities, between the frame-level phonetic

contents of the two utterances. Before digging into the details,
we first go over previous studies that lay the foundations and
provide motivations for this work.

2. Related Works
The GMM-ivector framework with Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) backends [4][5] have been standing as one of the mainstream approaches since proposed and
is still demonstrating its effectiveness in long duration textindependent tasks. With enough input frames, the i-vector
framework is able to provide good approximations of sufficient
statistics, regardless of the speech content. However, for short
utterances, the impact of phonetic content can no longer be ignored and it introduces large variability to the sufficient statistics estimated by the i-vector extractor.
The x-vector framework [6][7] has proven to be effective when compared to an i-vector system, especially on short
utterances. Consisting of 5 layers of utterance-level timedelay structure, followed by a pooling layer and two layers
of segment-level fully-connected layer, its simple architecture
makes it efficient for large-scale deployment. The pooling layer
makes the network flexible for random lengths of speech, which
makes it scalable on different datasets. In addition, the system is
well supplemented by the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
and PLDA scoring back-ends.
In [8] Yun et al. proposed ASR-DNN, a successful implementation utilizing phonetic information to produce frame
alignments for the i-vector extraction. The authors have demonstrated that it is beneficial to model Gaussian feature space using
ASR senone posteriors, which are largely ignored by the unsupervised GMM-ivector paradigm. In this work the processes
of aligning frames and extracting sufficient statistics are effectively decoupled, which allows the system to use different optimal features for each of the processes. Motivated by this work,
we are interested in investigating whether phonetic information
would also be favorable in the training of end-to-end speaker
verification neural network.
Prior to this work, several studies have focused on trying
to integrate phonetic information into x-vector-based systems.
Approaches such as performing multi-task training to suppress
phonetic-related information, and training the x-vector system
with concatenation of ASR bottleneck features, are investigated
[9][10][11]. However, the relative gains of these approaches are
marginal, for the additional cost and complexity of extracting
phonetic information. Most of these studies have opted for softmax loss function, or variations of softmax. This paper tries to
elaborate and reason why an end-to-end framework with triplet
loss function would be a more suitable choice for normalizing
phonetic information.

3. Systems
3.1. Phonetically-Aware Coupled Network
This paper presents a simple coupled structure of time-delay
neural network. It takes both filter bank and ASR bottleneck
features as inputs. The network consists of three stems. The
structure of each stem, when viewed alone, is similar to a
TDNN network with several layers of 1D convolution on the
frame level followed by the pooling layer and fully connected
layers. We keep the structure of each stem simple to guarantee
that the improvement is not masked by the overly sophisticated
network structure and the gain solely comes from contributions
of phonetic information and the coupling design.
As shown in Figure 1, the acoustic stem takes the 40dimensional filter bank features as input. The phonetic stem
takes the 100-dimensional ASR bottleneck features as input.
The two stems are coupled together through a central coupled
stem. On the first layer, the coupled stem takes the concatenation of filter bank and ASR bottleneck features as input. And
on each of the subsequent convolution layers, it accepts the output from the previous corresponding layers of acoustic stem and
phonetic stem, as well as outputs from its own previous layers.

Figure 1: An illustration of the first two layers of PacNet. The
output from Layer 1 from each of the three stems are concatenated and fed to Layer 2 of Coupled Stem.
The phonetically-aware coupled network (PacNet) introduces frame-level phonetic supervision on the filter bank features. The kernel size, stride and padding configurations on
each of the convolution layers from the three stems are kept consistent to ensure accurate frame alignment between ASR bottleneck features and filter bank features.
The structure of the network is designed in a way such that
each of the three stems focuses on learning different information from the inputs. The acoustic stem serves the purpose of
extracting speaker embedding directly from acoustic features.
The phonetic stem is trained to find the transformation of ASR
bottleneck feature that provides optimal frame-level supervision. Coupling the two together, the central coupled stem learns

to extract more speaker-related information from the acoustic
feature of each frame, given the phonetic transformation of that
frame.
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Table 1: Network configurations of PacNet

3.2. Why Triplet Loss
Due to the absence of direct comparison on phonetic contents
between the utterance pairs, neural networks with softmaxbased objective functions cannot maximize the additional benefits of phonetic supervision. This may be one of the reasons
that previous efforts on integrating phonetic information have
not shown remarkable gains. In this work triplet loss function
is considered and being used to perform normalization based on
phonetic information, in contrast to the softmax counterpart and
its variations. As mentioned in previous section, the anchornegative sample pairs with similar phonetic information tend
to sit closer than they should be in speaker embedding space.
PacNet is trained with the objective to recognize and decouple contributions from acoustic features and phonetic features.
Triplet loss function can immediately punish such instances by
suppressing contributions from phonetic information and pushing the negative samples further from the anchors. On the other
hand, positive anchors with drastically different speech content
are forced closer to each other by encouraging non-phonetic
contributions.
Softmax loss, on the other hand, does not allow for such direct comparisons on phonetic contents of the two utterances.
For each learning sample, neural network performs forward
propagation and computes its cross entropy without having to
know the acoustic and phonetic information from any other
samples. Hence it is hard for the network to directly discern
whether the phonetic contents have caused biased scores between any two utterances. This provides a plausible explanation why previous trials to incorporate phonetic information into
softmax-based x-vector systems have not been as successful as
expected.
Both phonetic and channel information are encoded in xvectors. Dimensionality reduction techniques such as LDA and
PLDA take the major responsibility for compensating channel
and content mismatch between utterances, and they have been
proven to be very effective on x-vector systems. However, neither LDA nor PLDA makes any nonlinear transformations on
the speaker embedding space. They accept the speaker embedding as is and compensate for what the embedding could not
account for without trying to perform any actions of nonlinear projections or transformations. Since the x-vector embedding is a speaker representation of the entire utterance, most of
the detailed frame-level information has been lost before go-

ing through LDA/PLDA. As a result, no frame level phonetic
normalization is carried out. Therefore, it is of our interest to
investigate the effects of letting the neural network to learn to
handle all the work of compensation for content and channel
mismatch.

4. Experiments
4.1. Corpus
The NIST SRE training corpus consists of 57,517 utterances
from 5,767 speakers in NIST SRE 04-10 corpus. The performance is evaluated on SRE10 Evaluation set. Since we are interested in investigating the effects of our system on short utterances, only the first 10 seconds from both enrollment and test
utterances are used for evaluation. In addition, the Fisher corpus [12] of conversational telephone speech is used to train an
ASR network for bottleneck feature extraction.
The systems are also evaluated on the VoxCeleb dataset.
The training set contains 1,251 speakers and the test set contains 37 thousand trials from 40 different speakers [13]. Since
some of the utterances are over 30 seconds, we truncate up to
4 seconds of non-silence frames for all utterances in evaluation
set.
4.2. Baseline
Our systems are compared against both GMM-ivector and xvector baselines. For both baseline systems, we followed the
network configurations and hyper-parameters tuned in Kaldi
SRE recipe [7]. A 2048-dimensional GMM is used and 400dimensional i-vectors are extracted. For x-vector system, 512dimensional embedding are extracted from TDNN structure.
An LDA is applied to reduce the dimension to 150. A PLDA
scoring back-end is used for both frameworks.
4.3. Triplet Loss Framework
A TDNN-based triplet loss network is trained in comparison with PacNet. The baseline triplet loss network takes 40dimensional filter bank features as input. Speaker embeddings
of dimension 1000 are extracted. New sets of training triplets
are selected at every epoch. For the selection of triplets, we
adopt the semi-hard random negative selection strategy with a
margin of 0.2 [14]. Euclidean distances are used as a the score
measure. The triplet training samples are all truncated to be of
length 10 seconds. At every iteration, a random segment of 10
seconds are trimmed from the original audio. In addition, to
improve training efficiency, triplets are selected only from the
pool of same gender. In all our experiments, no pre-training on
softmax have been used.
4.4. PacNet
PacNet adopts the same triplet loss training scheme as described
in the previous section. It takes a 40-dimensional filter bank
features and 100-dimensional ASR bottleneck features as input.
The bottleneck features are extracted from the ASR network
trained on 40-dimensional high resolution MFCC features. The
coupled network configurations from Table 1 are used. Euclidean distances are computed from the 1000-dimensional embeddings.

5. Results and Discussions
As displayed in Table 2, PacNet achieves an equal error rates of
9.8% on NIST SRE10 evaluation corpus, while the i-vector and
x-vector systems with LDA/PLDA scoring backends resulted in
14.66% and 14.26% equal error rates, respectively. The results
also show that the major improvements come from the integration of phonetic information and the coupled design, as the ordinary triplet loss network with only acoustic features reports
an EER of 13.7%.
Performance of different dimensions of embeddings extracted from PacNet are compared. The performance is almost
identical as the embedding dimension increases from 200 to
1000.
System
Embedding Dimension EER(%)
i-vector
400
14.66
x-vector
512
14.26
End-to-end triplet
200
13.7
PacNet
200
9.9
PacNet
500
9.9
PacNet
1000
9.8
Table 2: Performance comparison on NIST SRE10 corpus,
trained on 5,767 speakers, under 10s-10s condition.

The effects of the number of layers being coupled in PacNet
are examined. The results are shown in Table 3. When L = 1,
only the first layer is coupled. When L = 2, Layer 1 and Layer
4 in Table 1 are coupled. When L = 4, all convolution layers 1-4 are coupled together. A slight improvement is observed
as the number of coupled layers in PacNet increases. The results suggest that the coupled structure has a positive effect on
leveraging the additional power of phonetic information.
Number of coupled layers EER(%)
L=1
10.5
L=2
10.2
L=4
9.8
Table 3: Performance comparison on different number of coupled layers in PacNet.

Despite the significant gain observed on NIST SRE corpus, the results on VoxCeleb are less encouraging. The baseline end-to-end triplet system reported a reduction in performance, comparing to the x-vector baseline. This is not surprising, considering the complex nature of VoxCeleb corpus,
for the triplet framework has been known for its difficulties to
train, as well as its deficit of capability to generalize to complicated situations. Therefore, even though the additional phonetic information and PacNet have introduced a decent amount
of improvement against the vanilla triplet framework, the overall gains have been refrained by the performance of triplet loss
objective function.
Table 4 shows performance of various systems on VoxCeleb1 Evaluation set. For fairness, the Voxceleb 1 and 2 training datasets are used as provided and no data augmentation from
other corpus has been applied. As we can see, the i-vector system has a significantly higher EER than the other three. This
again suggests the deficiency of i-vector framework on short
utterances. However, we noticed that the performance of endto-end triplet loss framework does not match that of an x-vector

framework. This may be caused by the complicated scenarios of
Voxceleb dataset. Our results indicate that a softmax-based system with PLDA back-end is more robust on dataset with diverse
scenarios mixed with noises, different recording devices, and
different languages. Since triplet-based training places more
focus on the detailed comparison between the selected samples,
it is more sensitive to the channel and language mismatch in
training and evaluation corpus.
PacNet outperforms the vanilla triplet loss system(4.95%
vs. 5.85%). However, it only beats the x-vector system by an
insubstantial margin, unlike it did in the NIST SRE dataset. We
believe that this is related to the nature of VoxCeleb dataset.
Collected from open source media under unconstrained conditions, the VoxCeleb dataset provides a closer approximation to
the real-world problems. However, since the collection process
is not controlled, the speaker-related information are deeply intertwined with channel-related information. For example, the
dataset covers a wide range of different languages without having any language labels. In evaluation stage, the language factor
helps to differentiate against other speakers who speak different
languages. It is difficult to prove whether the trained model is
actually trying to recognize speakers’ voices, or partially trying
to identify other channel-related information such as recording
devices, languages, background noises, etc.
The NIST SRE dataset, on the other hand, minimizes the
non-speaker-related effects. Following a controlled data collection procedure, the train set and evaluation set consist of only
telephone data. Therefore, we are more confident to conclude
that the trained model places focus on identifying the speakers’
voices, rather than other factors. Therefore, the triplet-based
frameworks are more likely to learn useful information from
the speakers. The results observed from NIST SRE are more
effective indicators for the comparison of different systems in
our settings.
Removing the domain mismatch between ASR bottleneck
feature extractor and VoxCeleb evaluation set could also lead
to significant enhancement in performance. Currently, the ASR
bottleneck features used in the experiment are extracted from a
network trained on 8,000 Hz Fisher’s conversational telephone
corpus. There is an inevitable channel mismatch with the Voxceleb corpus, which consists of 16,000 Hz web audio data. A
better performance from PacNet should be expected if the ASR
features are extracted from a more related channel domain.
System
EER(%)
i-vector
7.56
x-vector
5.11
End-to-end triplet
5.85
PacNet
4.95
Table 4: Performance on VoxCeleb1 evaluation corpus, under
4s-4s condition.

Another interesting observation shows that the end-to-end
triplet framework has demonstrated relatively strong robustness
on very small training dataset. When the number of training
data reduced to only 2, 016 male speakers on NIST SRE10 and
evaluated on male-only trials, the performance of x-vector system dropped significantly, while PacNet and End-to-end triplet
network are still able to achieve a reasonable level of accuracy,
as shown in Table 5. When the number of training speakers
reduces from 5, 767 to 2, 016, the EER for x-vector system increases from 14.26% to 19.2%, while for PacNet increases only

from 9.8% to 10.7%. Since triplet loss function directly computes distances between individual samples, it is less sensitive
to the size of training dataset. Softmax function and its variations, on the other hand, require a large enough training dataset
in order to measure a valid probability distribution over the entire set of training data. Furthermore, the training of LDA and
PLDA backends are also affected by the reduction of training
data.
System
EER(%)
x-vector
19.2
End-to-end triplet
14.2
PacNet
10.7
Table 5: Performance comparison on NIST SRE10 corpus,
trained on 2,016 speakers, under 10s-10s condition.

6. Conclusions
This paper demonstrates that integrating phonetic information
into end-to-end neural networks can significantly increase performance. It is illustrated that a triplet loss training scheme is
more fitting than softmax loss system for normalizing phonetic
contents. The coupled network structure provides frame-level
supervision, which has been proven to be effective on short duration text independent tasks.
More works are needed for the future. First, the system
needs to be more flexible for the varied segment lengths in
both training and testing sets. The second aspect worthy of
investigation is the back-end scoring methods and score normalization techniques related to PacNet embeddings. In our experiments, neither LDA nor PLDA has proven to be superior
over Euclidean distance on PacNet embeddings. It is uncertain whether the inclusion of phonetic information and triplet
training scheme have accounted for all within-speaker variability that there is no additional information LDA and PLDA can
mine.
In addition, we are not arguing that the network structure
presented in this work is the optimal choice for learning unbiased speaker embedding under the supervision of phonetic information. Our goal is to present a simple structure that has
been proven to be effective and open the gate for further discussions. Further improvements can be expected from more
sophisticated designs of network structures.
The strengths and weaknesses of triplet loss function have
been thoroughly discussed[15][16]. Its relatively weak capacity to generalize has led to inferior performance in some scenarios. Hence some researchers turned away from it and favored softmax-based objective functions instead. Even though
it is shown that phonetic supervision can introduce significant
improvement using triplet loss objective, we do not deny that
the overall performance may be restrained by the drawbacks of
triplet loss under certain situations. Therefore, other contrastive
metric learning methods can be examined in order to fully utilize phonetic information.
Despite the related issues that still need to be addressed,
we have become increasingly optimistic about the large-scale
deployment of speaker verification on short duration textindependent tasks, for the substantial improvement from our
experiments.
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